
MOHU LEAF PAPER THIN INDOOR HDTV ANTENNA MADE IN USA

carriagehouseautoresto.com: Mohu Television Antenna Leaf 30 Paper-Thin Indoor HDTV HDTV, 10 Foot Detachable
Cable, Premium Materials for Performance, USA Made.

Everyone who owns The Leaf swears by it. No complaints. Then I tried a couple more store bought versions
and returned them. Less than ten years ago, when I first subscribed to the internet, my total monthly bill for
both the cable and internet was less than eighty dollars a month. Get the antenna though, it works great!! It
pull in even the weak stations. And I would expect the higher I place the antenna the better the reception.
Highly recommended. I just love it when a reasonably priced, innovative product like this makes life better.
After plugging in the Mohu I get 23 channels, a lot of digital and HD. With the Mohu Leaf you no longer have
to pay high monthly cable or satellite bills to enjoy your favorite shows. I highly recommend it. They all
suffered one flaw. I stumbled on an ad for the Leaf and was very skeptical, but I ordered it. I get all of the
local channels now not just the ones that DirecTV provides. I live out in the country a good distance from
broadcasting towers -- probably about the mile limit but still get reception from city stations. I had been to
TVfool. I highly recommend the Mohu Leaf- it is amazing! My local stations are miles away. And 8 of those
are in HD! Rating I hate writing reviews, so I'll be brief. I did have it connected to some recorders and was
recording local stations, but then lost one of the major network channels, just to the recorders. Desperate I
bought the leaf. Biaya pengiriman tambahan yang terhitung karena perbedaan antara berat dan dimensi yang
tertera dan yang sebenarnya akan menjadi tanggung jawab pembeli. The Leaf can pull in all of your local
news, weather, sitcoms, kids and sports programming with NO monthly contract or bills. Compare Products.
The channels HD quality is way better than cable quality. Got all the channels in once without adjusting
antenna. Digital television broadcasts are uncompressed, resulting in the best picture quality offered today. I
hung it directly behind my Samsung plasma at first, but just for fun I transferred it to the interior wall to the
left of the TV and, Pow! The Leaf arrived early and set-up was super easy. This antenna receives all the major
networks plus PBS, their sub-channels and a few other stations I'd not realized existed, all without adjusting
the antenna position or angle. I referenced my TV manual to figure out the channel scan, and after that I was
ready to go. I was very nervous about "cutting the cable cord", but I hooked up the leaf antenna and wow! The
picture is outstanding on all channels, especially when it's in HD. We pulled all the major networks and some
locals at about miles away. I even contructed my own.


